The order of action of genes in a regulatory hierarchy that is governed by a signal can often be determined by the method of epistasis analysis, in which tbe pbenotype of a double mutant is compared with that of single mutants. The epistatic mutation may be in either the upstream or the downstream gene, depending on the nature of the two mutations and the type of regulation. Nevertheless, when the regulatory hierarchy satisfies certain conditions, simple rules allow tbe position of the epistatic locus in the pathway to be determined without detailed knowledge of the nature of the mutations, the pathway, or the molecular mechanism of regulation.
the cell to die, but without ced-1 it cannot be engulfed by neighboring cells, and its corpse persists. A
ced-1-; ced-3-double mutant is indistinguishable from a ced-3-single mutant, since ced-1 cannot be activated without ced-~. Thus ced-3-is epistatic to ced-1-.
So, there's a problem. We said that epistasis can be used to figure out the order of gene action. But in one case the downstream gene is epistatic to the upstream gene, and in another the upstream gene is epistatic to the downstream gene. The problem becomes even more complicated if constitutive mutations are considered. How then can epistasis be used to order genes in a regulatory pathway? The answer is that there are rules that determine whether the upstream or downstream gene will be epistatic. But what are the rules? What are the assumptions behind them? Can one determine experimentally which rule applies to a given problem?
For a certain class of regulatory pathways, we can answer these questions. These pathways are regulatory hierarchies that are controlled by some sort of signal, and that obey the conditions listed in Box 1. In sex determination, the signal is X chromosome dosage, which can be deduced using X-linked marker mutations. In programmed cell death the signal is unknown, but can be determined by its correlation with cell lineage. To see how these relationships arise we will go into one example in detail, before returning to a review of the applications of epistasis analysis and demonstrating some potential pitfalls.
Rules for a particular case: epistasis between null mutations in a positive regulatory hierarchy Consider a positive regulatory hierarchy: the upstream gene (ups-) and the downstream gene (dwn) could be ced-3 and ced-1, for instance. When the signal is off in the wild type, ups and dwn are off, and we call the resulting phenotype 000, with the zeroes standing for the off states of the signal, ups and dwn, respectively ( Table 2 , first row). In the cell death pathway, this would be a normal, living cell.
If the signal is on, ups and dwn will both be on (111), corresponding to a dead, engulfed cell.
Additional phenotypes can potentially arise in mu- In the ups ; dwn-double mutant both genes are always off because of the null mutations. We get 000 (live cell) when the signal is off and 100 (live cell) when the signal is on. This pattern of phenotypes is exactly the same as for the ups-single mutant, and distinct from the patterns for both the dwn-single mutant and wild type. ups-is therefore epistatic to dwn-. There are dangers. To derive our rules, we made four assumptions (Box 1). If any one of these assumptions is false, the rules may lead to incorrect conclusions. We will give two examples.
Applications and potential misapplications
Consider a bacterium that normally produces white colonies, but in response to ultraviolet (UV) light synthesizes a pigment (Fig. 3a) . UV is sensed by the product of a gene called uvsA, which stimulates the transcription of a gene pigA that encodes an enzyme for the synthesis of pigment. A null mutation in pigA results in white colonies in both the presence and absence of UV. A partial loss-of-function mutation in uvsA results in colonies that change from white to slightly pigmented when exposed to UV. Since both mutations change the phenotype only in the presence of UV, the upstream gene ought to be epistatic. However, pigA-, the downstream mutation, is epistatic to the upstream uvsA-mutation.
The rules fail in this case because the two-state assumption is violated, pigA has three states of activity, which might be called off, low and on. The epistasis relationship between a uvsA null mutation and a pigA null mutation in this model is identical to that between the uvsA partial loss-of-function mutation and the pigA null mutation in part (a). In particular, the uvsA null single mutant makes a slightly pigmented colony in UV light, because uvsB is still able to weakly activate pigA, and the double mutant makes a white colony, because it cannot synthesize pigment.
occurs in a uvsA-mutant when exposed to UV. It might be objected that the problem results from a well known pitfall in epistasis analysis: use of a partial lossof-function mutation of uvsA, rather than a null mutation (see, for example, Refs 9 and 10). A careful genetic analysis would reveal that uvsA-is not null. However, while such analysis is a end valuable precaution, it will not always solve the problem. We can show this by slightly modifying the example. Suppose there are two UV sensors, a major one called uvsd and a minor one, not known to the researchers, that we will call uw'B (Fig. 3b) . A uvsA- 5 found that they could distinguish between cells that had the potential to form a vulva (white) and those that did not (gray), regardless of position, because the former divide once before committing to a nonvulval fate. When they examined n300 larvae, they found that none of the blast cells divided. That is, n300 appeared to transform central blast cells into end blast cells.
This example shows how critically the interpretation of epistasis experiments can depend on understanding mutant phenotypes that may be quite subtle. If phenotype is changed in both signal states, the assumptions (Box 1) are wrong, and the rules cannot be used. The n300; lin-i5-epistasis experiment can be interpreted by considering position (end versus central) to be the signal that acts in this pathway. In the wild type, position determines whether a blast cell has the potential to respond to the gonad. Since n300 and lin-15 both affect central cells and have no effect on end cells, the third rule applies, and the upstream mutation, n300, is epistatic.
Conclusion
We have shown how epistasis analysis is used to work out the relationships between genes in a regulatory hierarchy governed by a signal. (It is important to realize, however, that our analysis is not universal. For instance, although epistasis analysis can be used to order genes in a constitutive biosynthetic pathway, the logic is not the same as used here.) We say 'is used' because we believe these rules are already implicitly in use, and that the logic used to derive them is just a generalization of what has been tacitly used in the past. Our intention is to make explicit the assumptions on which the rules are based.
What good does it do to make the assumptions explicit? Suppose you have a case such as the cell death pathway, where two mutations have phenotypic effects for similar signal states, and one mutation is epistatic. Then either the epistatic mutation is upstream, or the assumptions on which the epistasis rules are based are false. This conclusion is logically rigorous, and it suggests experiments. For instance, one of the assumptions is that the phenotype of a cell is determined by the state of the signal and the expression of the two genes in that cell. In what ways might this be incorrect? One possibility is that the phenotype of one cell depends on gene expression in surrounding cells. (Indeed, one can construct models for cell death in which phenotype is nonautonomously determined, and ced-1 is upstream of ced-3.) This possibility can then be tested, for instance by genetic mosaic analysis n.
